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On the front cover:
The story about Bu, a detail of the performance at the Carmina utilia (lat., Usable poems) solo exhibition.
The Galerija SC (Student Centre Gallery), Zagreb, 13 Dec 1988. (Making of clothing and photography: Mersija
Krajina; the “model“ wearing the clothing-story: Željka Marjanović)

About the Exhibition/A Word on an Image & Word
This retrospective exhibition of Mirjana Tomašević Dančević, certainly not the last one, is a sort of
a cross-section of the last thirty-two years of her artistic work but also work-in-progress. One part
of the exhibition is based on her artwork crossing over to the sphere of utilitarian “poems”, that is
“images-objects-poems-stories”, as a combination of an image or a 3D object and words in various
materials of artistic expression. For example, her 1988 exhibition at the Student Centre Gallery in
Zagreb was named Carmina utilia (Latin for usable poems, sing.: carmen-inis, a poem), consisting
of two- and three-dimensional “poems” and four-dimensional ones (those to be uncovered
gradually, taking off or putting on the corresponding layers in order to read the particular “poem”,
or to be reconstructed subsequently, following the same process in a video film, and, in ideal
circumstances, as the “poems” which one could enter, and not only by looking). Furthermore, the
exhibition is also based on the artist’s archival and documentary approach to a work of art, which
may not only have a didactic and therapeutic character but may emanate from the artist’s daily life
practice as a teacher [“Teachers love June”, says Julijana Matanović (Croatian short story writer
and novelist, Ed.) about the artist, in her Personal Calendar Stories afterword to the artist’s book
To Fly and Come Back] in primary and secondary schools, currently at the School of Applied Arts
and Design, and from running author’s art workshops, including art-therapy workshops, as well as
from the experience of being a president of an association for education through art.
Some artwork cycles concern the relationship between an inner feeling and its outer visual and
textual expression/reflection/imprint, the possibility to literally “wear” intimacy or universal stories
about feelings in public (when it comes to connecting art and fashion design). In other words, selfreflection and textualization are pivotal to M. Tomašević Dančević’s art.
In her Stories on Clothes 1 and 2 (1988), the artist’s text is written with a black textile marker on
wearable clothes made from two types of white cotton fabric. The story is told through the layers of
clothing, following their form (rectangular, square, linearly elongated, etc.) and spatial disposition
(left-right, up-down, front-back, etc.). The text is offered for reading from the “inventoried” pieces of
clothing marked with numbers denoting the sequence of removing the clothing layers – the model’s
undressing (in the manner of a performance in front of an audience at the Student Centre Gallery
in Zagreb, documented through several preserved photographs from 1988). More specifically, by
taking off particular pieces of clothes in white, that is non-colour, with strong contour lines and
large surfaces, as anti-fashion: a sequence starting with the coat and ending with the archetypal
short dress with the final handwritten text – the end of the story, as in The Story about Pe. Or just
the opposite: starting with the small white dress relating to the very beginning of the story, like in
The Story about Bu, in an inverted sequence of clothes layering in the way of dressing – adding
the content/layers of clothes. Just as one changes when entering the house and taking off the coat,
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one also changes along with the text wearing on one’s coat, either while reading the text oneself or
having the text read by others. In an almost transhistorical conversation with herself (i.e. with own
artwork created thirty years ago), the artist re-creates (as a reenactment) a process of putting on
and taking off the pieces of clothing as 4D (usable) word-image poems, where the continuity of the
(handwritten) text is transformed into the narrative of the short film made of photos taken in 2018
by the artist’s former secondary art school student, now a sophomore, thus creating a document
of a repeated performative act of dressing and undressing.
In this exhibition, M. Tomašević Dančević once again shifts from the identity of a writer to that of
a visual artist.
In the restitution of the 1988 stories on clothes an anticipated problem surfaced: yellowing of the
fabric due to non-use over decades, so that the whiteness and “sculptural rigidity” of the garment
(of “Japanese-clean” cut, neatly folded and stored “in Japanese way” – in the artist’s own words)
had to be restored by dry cleaning, starching and ironing. Two parts of the inventory had been
lost in the meantime, so that the segments of The Story about Bu, which were originally written on
a waistband, and on a men’s white handkerchief to be pulled out of a large pocket at the end of
the story are now written on only one piece of clothing, running horizontally along the upper edge
of a previously unused white triangle scarf. Accordingly, the text ”But he left behind small blue
stones, so that people, when they wished to, could find him...” is now to be read from the scarf fully
stretched out behind the back of the long coat, recreating the shape of a Latin cross.
The Modernist discourse of Dada artists Man Ray and Marcel Duchamp (strategy of changing
the meaning of an object by changing its context) and conceptual – linguistic and semiotic
version of Duchamp’s invention of the Readymade, followed by Wittgenstein’s analytic method
of Philosophical Analysis, reduced to language-games, was further developed by American
conceptual artist and theoretician Joseph Kosuth (meanings of objects do not derive from
their appearance; it is the language of the art world that gives meaning to objects) through the
postmodern use of collage technique based on semantic relocation of objects, messages and
signs, intertextuality, fragmentation, virtuality, and simulation. Kosuth pointed out in the mid-1960s
that being an artist meant questioning the nature of art, so it was necessary to understand the
linguistic background of artists’ intentions first and foremost – the performance is irrelevant anyway.
The polemical discourse as an art of making objections concerning the historical avant-gardes had
a purpose to ask questions in the way of redefinition and resematization of the basic categories
of artistic creation, as for instance the manner in which words and objects interact. Hence, the
idea of Art is more important than the idea of a particular art (painting, sculpture, graphic art, etc.).
Besides, in contemporary art the boundaries between different art media are being erased and
some new ones are introduced – diagrams, texts, mathematical formulas, surveys, schemes, etc.
M. Tomašević Dančević thus displays different media artist’s books and “books” in space as a
hanging library. She also draws her own feelings and makes a sensory interpretation of reality in a
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neo-expressionist manner. As Maša Štrbac (Cro. art critic, Ed.) comments on her 2006 exhibition
titled How to draw a feeling?, the artist has, “despite her … painful experiences, which she records
so suggestively on the pages of her Visual Diary, decided to open her vulnerable insides to the
public, sensitive to the pain of others as well, inviting the audience to participate in the dialogue,
… being quite aware of unforeseeable outcomes and possible new bruises.” The artist draws her
feelings with brush and black ink in the manner of forming calligraphy signs with particular brush
strokes and sumi ink, that is calligraphism, “expanding” in this way the possibilities of black “colour”
and its luminosity. The act of creating and a process of completing an artwork rather than its
completed state are equated to the processual aspect of being. Drawing or painting in the manner
of writing is thus treated as an externalization of intimacy, spirituality, and the doer itself.
The extended writing medium, in addition to the aforementioned, including the artist’s wordimages on clothes, can also be a photographic medium, as presented in her exhibition
Photographs-Poems (Dubrava Photo Gallery, 2016). Referencing to the subject of historic and
personal viewpoint on the relation between destruction and art, including a diagnostic one – as a
corrective potential of art – she, for an example, reused her earlier (2008, Ed.) photograph of her
partial reflection in a detail of an abandoned shop window in the old Trešnjevka neighbourhood
in Zagreb, almost completely covered with traces of previously pasted and ripped off notices
and posters, that looked like some annulled-negated decalcomania or an ultimate Rotellian
décollage. The photograph was subsequently reprinted, with the white margins around the image
left untrimmed. It is on these margins that she has handwritten the text ending with a rhetoric
question “In the impoverished urban milieu, where is the place for citizens?” No doubt, artists
are contextual beings, so they build their personalities in a specific social environment, and in
relation with it, while simultaneously trying to change it through consequences of their artistic
work. In the exhibited photographs, taken between 2011 and 2015, from the Photographs-Poems
cycle called The Flowers of Asphalt, thus alluding to Baudelaire’s Les fleurs du mal (The Flowers
of Evel), the artist, in addition to the lyrics of her three urban photographs-poems, writes out their
titles in French as well: Les fleurs d’asphalte 1 – 3. Even outside of this cycle she created some
of her urban photographs-poems consistent with Baudelaire’s record of movement patterns of
people in city space and of the city itself, such as her photograph of the self-portrait (blue)
shadow contrasted with the reflected coloured light of the sunset on a detail of the rust-coloured
pillar (in complementary contrast of juxtaposed colours) in the City of Split yacht marina. It is a
fantastic world of the ordinary things as they are, which have lost their fixed meaning and have
thus entered the field of open interpretability. The photograph-poem In the abused water I saw
myself in gold… (first exhibited in the 2nd Croatian Triennale of Self-Portrait, 2011) references
Demuth’s syncretistic painting I Saw the Figure 5 in Gold (1928), which is a visual assembling
of sequential images of a city, “found” words and figures (red fire-engine No. 5 rushes through
the streets of a dark rainy city), including also the initials of the painter himself, as examining the
traditional autograph of the author, and the initials of the poet W. C. Williams, whose poem was
a template for the title and the motif of the painting.
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M. Tomašević Dančević deals with the “classical new” medium of photography as just one of
the possible mediators of her artistic expression. Most of her photographs-poems of shadows
and photographs-poems of reflections exhibited here have been previously shown in exhibitions
as textless photograph-shadow/reflexion self-portraits, taken between 2007 and 2012 during her
walks in her surroundings or on her numerous travels – as the diary entries about the changes
of sites or about just being in a specific place. In the way of precise diary keeping, as well as
the critical practice of psychogeography, each of these “entries” is marked with a note on the
location (topos), the date, and the exact time – the hour and minutes – when the photography was
taken (Photographs-Poems, Dubrava Photo Gallery, 2016). Similarly to the process of creating
photographs and using photographs as an archive of the ephemerality of everyday life, in the
period from 2005 to 2015 a series of photographs was created in the photo cycle The Diary of
Views from the Window of the Old House in Jelsa – in accordance with Debord’s thesis on life
being alienated into a spectacle. For this exhibition an entity of nine photographs-poems was
chosen, with the text produced in 2015/2016, and just recently added – below the set of the
photographs, printed on the same banner.
An important topic is the artist’s Visual Diary as Self-Help, with its therapeutic dimensions of
artistic creation (affecting the author herself) and artwork (affecting the art consumers, spectators).
The memo a3 board for personal messages, reminders, and self-support, first exhibited at the
52nd Zagreb Salon in 2017, consists of her earlier drawings-poems, either the original ones in
black and white or the ones with newly added colour, and the most recent one from 2017 (titled A
point is also a part of the spiral…), all of them transferred for this purpose onto transparencies. As
regards the subject of therapeutic potential of art, the concept of “observation” is the root metaphor
of the mediation between the subject and the social object, so it is not only empiric; it is also based
on an encounter with signs where Baudrillardian “semiotic value” is – primary value.
Furthermore, she responds to a quite common artists’ problem of getting chance to exhibit at
(major) galleries on the one hand, and on the other hand to a global hyper-production of “noisy”
art statements and large-scale exhibitions, resulting in a certain environmental pollution due to
numerous non-degradable “art“/artworks; she acts in response not only to her Visual Self-Help
Diary, but also to her own short stories, keeping the format of an artist’s book. In her short story To
Fly and Come Back (from her book with the same title), subtitled In the Painting, she imaginatively
solves these problems by a fictional one-day artistic performance in urban natural environment,
ending with an in situ exhibition, mostly unseeable to the audience (i.e. the hardly accessible
finished artworks, as opposed to the process documentation well presented through digital
photographs, Ed.), ecologically “pure” and degradable – emphasized by oncoming rain.
The current exhibition also features the Artistic Flags and the Art Walk stickers, both from the Cest
is d’Best Street Festival (2009–13), where the former media and art-making approaches used by
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the artist were transferred into public open space. The text becomes a statement that hangs over
Zagreb in the form of a banner, created in the manner of magic realism of (post)modernism – in the
synthesis with the post-modern cut-and-paste or cut-up (French: découpé) collage techniques of
painting and writing, and random juxtapositions. Thus, the old city block Trešnjevka (Cro. “trešnje”
means cherry trees, Ed.) becomes a place of the graves of the executed trees, now replaced by
street crosses.
The artist would personally like to act in an art group in a guerilla art manner, but since she lacks
support for such a strong form of making art with “social noise”, she chooses a more subtle,
quieter, and socially less exposed form of communication – through artistic creation of ecological
hanging books in 3D space (SC Gallery, 1988), or even more “silent“ photographs-poems and
drawings-poems, and only occasionally artistic flag banners and outdoor floor stickers. The artist’s
subnarrative is a critique of the educational system, cultural and natural heritage management,
and general human inability to build authentic relationships, offering at the same time certain
solution alternatives.
This retrospective exhibition is here envisioned in terms of summing up and re-evaluating previous
artwork, rewriting her own texts, and a new way of juxtaposing earlier exhibited/published works
(words and images, “images & words”, and word-images). According to contemporary philosophy
of art, auto-redescription has been primarily seen as artist’s work on herself. Moreover, the artist’s
experimental approach to creation in extended media is undoubtedly influenced by the artist’s
thirty years’ experience in teaching art and working on interdisciplinary educational projects. It is
also necessary to point out that certain groups of her artworks are founded on play, curiosity, and
defamiliarized perspectives (Russ. ostranenie, Cro. očuđenje, Ed.) as significant determinants of
her being, which result in the reciprocal interactions between (her) art shaping (her) life and (her)
life shaping (her) art.
Silva Kalčić
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The exhibition set-up

The performance detail 1: the “model“ presenting
the story segment.

The performance detail 2: the “model“ presenting the story segments.
The story about Pe, the details. Cotton cloth, black colour textile marker. (Making of clothing and photography: Mersija
Krajina; the “model“ wearing the clothing-story: Željka Marjanović.) The Carmina utilia (lat., Usable poems) solo exhibition
at the Galerija SC (Student Centre Gallery), Zagreb, 13 Dec 1988.
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The Story About Bu, two details. From the 2018 “photo reconstruction“ of the 1988 performance sequences
in the short film made of the photos presenting the chronological succession of “storytelling“ – Two stories on
clothing from 1988: “The story about Bu” and “The story about Pe”. (Photography: Dora Baotić; the “model“
wearing the clothing-stories: Ela Smerdel.)
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The story about a drop, a “hanging library/book in 3D space“. Transparencies, nylon threads, text written in glass paint,
c. 120 x 60 cm, 1988.
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The interior story. The details of two out of three inner surfaces of the Carmina utilia exhibition catalogue.
The inner space story is (re)composed when the 3-sheets catalogue is straightened, then folded into 3D form and
placed upright, see below. (Editor of the catalogue and photographs: Vladimir Gudac). “Usable 3D poem“, with
printed handwritten text, (20 x 20 cm) x 3, Galerija SC (Student Centre Gallery), Zagreb, 1988.
The text in the “interior“ of the catalogue:
All I have to do is find the exit. I can see it! Oh, no! The key!? Now I have to go back and fetch it.

“Color“ colours puzzle, Glass poem, Fragile poem,
Exhibition catalogue (with The interior story), Song of
the Cube Mirror

The poem of the cube mirror. “Usable 3D poem“. Mirror
glass cube, 25 x 25 x 25 cm, handwritten text in glass
paint (the text: I want/to see/myself.), 1988.

“Color“ colours puzzle. Mixed media (wooden frame, ceramic cubes, thin rope), 24,5 x 31 cm, 1988.
The text sequence (in Croatian, except for the title) is as follows:
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The sea story, “hanging wall book“, blue cotton cloth,
sea shells, waste from the beach in Jelsa on the Island
of Hvar, handwritten text in black textile marker, c. 120
x 60 cm, 1987.
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The search for the lost point “hanging 3D wall book“,
cotton cloth, cardboard, thin rope, velcro/button,
handwritten text in black textile marker, c. 120 x 60 cm,
1987.

Our dream is a permanent flight, a “book in 3D space”. Mixed
media (wooden frame, two-faced ceramic tiles: white glazed/redorange colour of baked clay face, handwritten text in black ceramic
paint, cotton thread), 41 x 35 cm, 20th Youth Salon, Zagreb/
Carmina utilia solo exhibition, Zagreb, 1988.

Coming out of the story, “hanging book in 3D space“.
Mixed media, handwritten text in black waterproof marker,
26 x 21 cm, 1985.

The grey plastic story, “hanging wall book“. Gray
transparent PVC trash bag material, a round metal bell,
handwritten text in black permanent marker, 130 x 31 cm,
1987.
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The silver story (detail: bottom of the hanging wall book,
26 x 25 cm)

The silver story, “hanging wall book“. Mixed media
(aluminum foil, chocolate foil wrappers, silver lamé thread,
cardboard, metal rings, black felt-tip pen). Folding form,
210 x 25 cm, 1984.
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The spiral story 1 and 2, “usable 3D poems“. Ceramic
plates, Ø 22 cm, 1987.:
When he decided to leave his home…; Once upon a time a
man went looking for…

The song about climbing. Mixed media (wooden slats,
pebbles, thin rope), 25 x 65 cm, 1990.

The song about a word. Mixed media (wooden slats –
lattice cube, handmade ceramic pendants), handwritten text,
25 x 25 cm.
The text on 5 hanging 2-faced ceramic forms: 5 letters
words “riječ“/”verbum” (Cro./Lat., meaning “word“), 1990.

The fishing; The escape; The theatre play, “poems in clay”. Mixed media (glazed/clay, wooden sticks, cardboard,
thin rope), Ø 9 cm, vis. 7 – 8,5 cm, 1990.
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Art(istic) flags. Banner, 100 x 50 cm, 200 x 100 cm, Cest is d’Best Street Festival, Zagreb, 2009 –2013; the
retrospective: HDLU, Zagreb – pavilion outer ring, 2014; hanged in public open space: at the CrOz Festival in Melbourne,
Australia, 2011; Samobor, 2015; Vrbovec, 2017, etc.
In the above figures: two faces of the Cest is d’Best 2009 and 2010 flags, digital image and text preparation for printing.
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Mirjana Tomašević Dančević and Augustin Tomašević (MTD’s father), The design for Parkinson’s, a walking stick,
The diary of feelings/An alternative design for the third age project, spatial installation (wooden walking sticks,
enlarged copy of a drawing in black ink and brush, 100 x 70 cm), 43rd Zagreb Salon, Kvaternik Square Public Garage,
Zagreb, 2009.
The text of the drawing-poem:
I tread lightly / As a winner / But my body hurts / From the blows (The Diary of Feelings, 14. 8. 2003)
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Drawings-Poems
The drawings-poems in black ink and brush were originally made as two-part pieces of the author’s Diary of feelings,
kept from the 20th October 2002 to the 3rd February 2006, each drawing and related handwritten text on B4 paper, 23 x
32.5 cm. When (re)read personally or exhibited in public two years later and onward, two pieces of each drawing-poem
are placed as a vertical unit.
Subsequently, two printed books and such, each pair was copied as a single entity on A4 paper, e.g.:
My body tells me / This lacks truth, drawing-poem, The diary of feelings, 23. 4. 2004
In the cold metal garden / A flower has blossomed, drawing-poem, The diary of Feelings, 3. 2. 2006; digitally
coloured and printed on transparency in 2017.
18

Photographs-poems
In the abused water I saw myself in gold..., digital photograph (Čara, the Island of Korčula, 3. 8. 2011, 19:31),
33 x 45 cm, handwritten text, 2011.
In thick water with insects, with blueness of blue vitriol, digital photograph (Pitve, the Island of Hvar, 22. 7. 2009,
19:02), 33 x 45 cm, handwritten text, 2015/2016.
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In an unexpected traffic mirror – the reflection of circles and quadrangles of a depopulated island, digital
photograph (Vis, the Island of Vis, 15. 4. 2009, 17:20), 45 x 33 cm, handwritten text, 2015/2016.
City self-portraits in the negated windows of empty premises, digital photograph (Zagreb, Trešnjevka,
Gorjanska 19, 19. 5. 2008, 11:17), 33 x 45 cm, handwritten text, 2015/2016.

In a cube / quite closed / I’m open…, digital photograph (Zagreb, 3. 6. 2007, 14:09), 33 x 45 cm, handwritten text, 2018.
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The flowers of asphalt 1 – 3 / Les fleurs d’asphalte 1 – 3, digital print of the digitally coloured photographs on canvas,
100 x 70 cm; the verses printed on paper/kapafix foam board, 15 x 21 cm, 2016.
The text to complement the photos:
The bloom of the flowers of asphalt –
The trial of techno-power and nature...

When the asphalt gets tired
The urban flowers sprout...

The flowers of asphalt are patient.
The silent green urban guerrilla?

(Zagreb, Jarun, 9. 4. 2011/mtd, 2015–16)

(Zagreb, Jarun, 6. 8. 2011/mtd, 2015)

(Zagreb, Jarun, 6. 8. 2011/mtd, 2015–16)

More artworks on the topic of The flowers of asphalt: the artistic flag Cvjetovi asfalta do neba! (The flowers of asphalt
up to the sky!)/ Les fleurs d’asphalte vers le ciel! (100 x 50 cm); Art Walk floor stickers The Asphalt Flowers 1 – 2
(100 x 70 cm), Cest is d’Best Street Festival, Zagreb, 2013.
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The memo a3 for personal messages, reminders, and self-support (The a3 poem-self-portrait). Mixed media (print
on transparencies of drawings and texts in black ink and brush/digitally coloured drawings on transparencies, wooden
frame for transparencies/hollow wooden cube, wooden pegs, nylon thread), 65 x 25 x 25 cm, 52nd Zagreb Salon, 2017
(“cube“ made by Nenad Weltinger).
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The cycles of the artworks included in the exhibition:
i. Carmina utilia (lat., Usable poems)
The artworks were exhibited in two solo exhibitions:
1988. Carmina utilia (Usable poems), The Student Centre Gallery, Zagreb
1990. Carmina utilia 2, The Karas Gallery Studio, Zagreb
a) The “hanging library“ or “the books in 3D space“ (1984–88)
b) Usable 2D poems
c) Usable 3D poems
ii. Drawings-Poems
The drawings-poems in black ink and brush were originally made on two watercolor papers size 32.5 x 23 cm each, one for
a drawing and one for the associated handwritten short text.
They present the excerpts from The Diary of Feelings kept in the form of drawings - poems, recorded from October 2002
to February 2006. A number of these drawings - poems had previously been presented in the exhibitions How to Draw a
Feeling ?, 1 and 2, at the Vladimir Filakovac Gallery in Zagreb in 2004, and at the Izidor Kršnjavi Salon in Zagreb in 2006,
as well as in the book How to Draw a Feeling? – Art Therapy and the Visual Diary as Self-Help, Profil, 2005, and in the book
To Fly and Come Back, Knjigra, 2010.
The Author’s statement: “In my initial artistic and theoretical research I used to search for answers to the following sequence
of questions: How to (spontaneously) draw a feeling? Regarding that feeling expressed through an image, how to read/
apprehend it? How to express a newly discovered/recognized feeling into words?”
The redefined drawings-poems were exhibited at the 43rd Zagreb Salon in 2009 and the 52nd Zagreb Salon in 2017.
iii. Photographs-Poems
1. Photographs-poems of reflexion, as a subtype of photographs-reflexions (reflexion-self-portraits, 2007–12)
2. Photographs-poems of shadows, as a subtype of photographs-shadows (shadow-self-portraits, 2007–12)
The artworks were exhibited in solo and group exhibitions 2014–17.
3. Photographs-poems “with no shadow/reflexion”
a) The cycle of The flowers of asphalt/Les fleurs d’asphalte, from 2011 onwards
b) The cycle of The marina photographs-poems, from 2005 onwards (Jelsa – the window views; this unit has not been
exhibited so far, except for a few individual photographs without any text).
iv. A separate, “songs in space“ cycle, so far without a specific name
1. Art(istic) Flags, Cest is d’Best Street Festival, Zagreb (2009–13); Artistic Flags retrospective exhibition: HDLU, Zagreb
– the pavilion outer ring, 2014; other Croatian exhibitions in public open spaces, 2015 and 2017; The CrOz Festival in
Melbourne, Australia, 2011.
2. Art Walk Floor Stickers, Cest is d’Best Street Festival, Zagreb (2012, 2013)
3. a3 poem-self-portrait (The memo a3 board for personal messages, reminders, and self-support, mixed media, The 52nd
Zagreb Salon, 2017).
A short film is also included in the exhibition:
Two stories on clothing from 1988: “The story about Bu” and “The story about Pe”, the short film made up of
the photographs (photography and film director: Dora Baotić, student of Film, television and multimedia design, VERN’
University of Applied Sciences, Zagreb; screenplay: M. Tomašević Dančević, collaborators: Antonio David Perina and Lovro
Kranjčević, the “model“ wearing the clothing-stories: Ela Smerdel, April 2018.).
The continuous projection of the photographs presenting temporal “unfolding“ of each of the two textual stories either
by dressing (1st) or undressing (2nd), i.e. adding or removing of certain items of white cotton clothing, for uncovering
(the layers of) the text (handwritten in black colour textile marker) of the author’s story – the “photo reconstruction“ of the
performance in the solo exhibition at the Galerija SC (Student Centre Gallery), Zagreb, 13 Dec 1988 (making of clothing and
photography: Mersija Krajina, the “model“ wearing the clothing-stories: Željka Marjanović).
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Short Biography
(An extensive CV can be viewed at www.mirjana-tomasevic.com, although the pages are
not up to date).
Artist, author, educator (from kindergarten children to university students and teachers)…
Academic title: mag. educ. art., mag. hist. art., mag. educ. philol. angl.
Graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts, University of Zagreb, with a degree in teaching
Visual Arts, and from the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Zagreb,
with degrees in History of Art (Major) and English as a foreign language (Minor).
Unfinished doctoral thesis in Art Education/History of Art.
Since Sept 2012 she is a teacher of Drawing and Painting, Sculpting/Plastic Design, and History of Art, in the School of
Applied Arts and Design, Zagreb.
Sept 2014–Sept 2017: besides teaching, she was the head of the Izidor Kršnjavi Salon, Zagreb.
Nov 2005–Aug 2012: Senior Adviser for Visual Arts at the Institute of Education of the Republic of Croatia/Education and
Teacher Training Agency, Zagreb, before she returned eagerly to teaching.
Since 2005, President of the Croatian Council of InSEA (International Society for Education through Art), HRV-InSEA.
2011–14: InSEA World Councillor – European region.
1994–2014: presenter at European and world congresses of InSEA, participant in InSEA educational projects and organisation
of three child art exhibitions.
Author of four international projects/exhibitions of digital photographs created by 1) InSEA art educators: BOL/PAIN (…) in
2010, and 2) students: BOL/PAIN (…) in 2011, RADOST/JOY (…) in 2012, PORUKE/MESS@GES (…), presented in three
exhibitions, 2013–15.
Author of two books: Kako nacrtati osjećaj (How to Draw a Feeling? – Art Therapy and the Visual Diary as Self-Help). Zagreb:
Profil, 2005; Letjeti i vratiti se (To Fly and Come Back). Zagreb: Knjigra, 2010 (review/book afterword: Julijana Matanović;
newspaper review: Helena Sablić Tomić), both illustrated with the author’s drawings-poems.
Author of numerous articles, exhibition reviews, and exhibition catalogue forewords.
Co-author of the first Croatian art textbooks and handbooks for (upper) primary and lower secondary school pupils/guides
for teachers: Tomašević Dančević, M.; A. Šobat (2000.; 2003.) Likovna kultura: udžbenik za 5./6./7./8. razred osnovne škole.
Zagreb: Profil.
Member of the Croatian Association of the Artists of Fine Arts (HDLU), InSEA, and HRV-InSEA.
She exhibits in solo and juried group exhibitions.
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AWARDS (SELECTION):
2010: First prize at the 2nd Međunarodni festival umjetničkih zastavicaInternational festival of artistic flags,Međunarodni ulični
festival International Street FestivalCest is d’ Best Cest is d’Best 2010, Zagreb, for the flag titled To express yourself
visually...
2013: The Ivan Filipović National Award – Annual Award for significant achievements in educational activities, focusing on
the year 2012.
2017: The El Bassiouny InSEA Award (triennial award given to a member of InSEA for exceptional professional and/or
community service contributions, including new and effective forms of international communication, etc., in the field of
education through art).
SOLO EXHIBITIONS (SELECTION):
2018: 2D, 3D, 4D Images-Poems: Retrospective Exhibition, 1986–2018, ISO – Izidor Kršnjavi Salon, Zagreb, Croatia, 2–14
May 2018 (foreword: Silva Kalčić)
2016: Photographs-Poems, Dubrava Photo Gallery, 7–21 Sept 2016 (Sonja Švec Španjol)
2009: Self-portraits-shadows and urban textures, Art Gallery of the Međimurje Regional Museum, Čakovec, December 2009
(Erika Nađ Jerković)
2009: The diary of searching for the shadow, Vladimir Filakovac Gallery, Zagreb, March 2009 (Branka Hlevnjak)
2006: How to Draw a Feeling? 2, Izidor Kršnjavi Salon, Zagreb, April 2006 (Maša Štrbac)
2004: How to Draw a Feeling?, Vladimir Filakovac Gallery, Zagreb, Oct–Nov 2004 (Margarita Sveštarov Šimat)
1990: Carmina utilia 2, Studio galerije Karas (Karas Gallery Studio), Zagreb, June 1990 (Ive Šimat Banov)
1988: Carmina utilia (Usable Poems), Galerija SC (Student Centre Gallery), Zagreb, December 1988
1986: Exhibition of unique artist author picture books, Mladost Bookshop Gallery, Zagreb, June 1986
JURIED GROUP EXHIBITIONS (SELECTION):
2017: 52nd Zagreb Salon – Applied Arts and Design: The In/Applicability of Applied Art, Zagreb
2015: 7th Zagorje Salon, Krapina City Gallery, Krapina.
2014: 3rd Croatian International Triennale of Self-Portrait, Zlatko & Vesna Prica Gallery, Samobor
2014: Artistic Flags retrospective exhibition, 18th Cest is d’ Best Street Festival, HDLU, Zagreb
2014: Holy Island – 1st International Art Ehxibition of Sacral Motifs, Galerija Otok (Island Gallery), Kukljica; Galerija HDLU,
Zadar
2013: Island and Sea – 18th international exhibition of photography, Photo Club Kornat, Island Gallery, Kukljica
2013: Expo self-portraits with ART (Autoretratos com arte), Porto, Portugal
2012: 6th Zagorje Salon, Krapina City Gallery, Krapina
2011: 2nd Croatian Triennale of Self-Portrait, Zlatko & Vesna Prica Gallery, Samobor
2010: International exhibition Feeling of pain in artwork of women artist-educators expressed in the medium of digital photo,
Izidor Kršnjavi Salon, Zagreb
2010: Easter 2010, Vladimir Filakovac Gallery, Zagreb
2009: 5th Zagorje Salon, Krapina City Gallery, Krapina
2009: 43rd Zagreb Salon – Applied Arts and Design,
2008: 1st Triennale of Croatian Self-Portrait, Zlatko & Vesna Prica Gallery, Samobor
1988: 20th Youth Salon, The Art Pavilion, Zagreb
1986: 20th Zagreb Salon, Zagreb
Contact: mirjanatomasevicdancevic@gmail.com, +385 91 782 9999
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Mon–Fri, 11:00–19:00
ISO – Izidor Kršnjavi Salon
Trg Republike Hrvatske 11, Zagreb, Croatia
[Information about the date and time each digital photo was taken: 1) 23. 7. 2005, 6:52 / 2) 5. 8.
2007, 5:53 / 3) 5. 8. 2007, 6:10 / 4) 23. 7. 2011, 17:47 / 5) 24. 7. 2011, 5:53 / 6) 26. 7. 2011, 9:4 /
7) the photos taken after extending the waterfront: 14. 7. 2015, 5:16 / 8) 14. 7. 2015, 5:19 / 9) 27. 7.
2015, 15:22]
The text below the photographs:
The diary of views from the window of the old house in Jelsa no longer makes me happy;
the violent sea paving and palmisation enter into the frame of the authentic look ...
The disparity, disproportions and clumsiness; the palm trees protrude and are out of

School of Applied
Arts and Design
Zagreb

The diary of views from the window of the old house in Jelsa.The unit of nine photographs (25
x 18 cm) taken in 2005–15. The written text created in 2015/2016 is placed below the unit of the 3 x
3 photographs.

